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These guides provide detailed training and education 
to help readers better understand harness and lighting 

well as providing preventative maintenance techniques. 
Truck-Lite’s Lighting and Harness User’s Guides make for 
excellent training sources in a conveniently sized manual.
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SECTION OBJECTIVES
1.

3. Useful Formulas

1. VOLT (Potential) V

The unit of measurement
electrical potential between two points; 

• Usually referenced from “ground.”

in elevation from ground to a tank of water elevated
above the ground; the electrical potential is similar to
water pressure.

the water is able to exert and the more likely it is to

2. AMP (Current) I

current through a conductor.
• The amount of current (electrons) passing through

a conductor or passing a point in a wire or other
electrical devices such as a light bulb.

A comparison between electrical energy and water

electricity generally should not be mixed.

BASICS IN 
ELECTRICITY



electrons and the electrons and atoms of the conductor.

measured in Ohms.

4. WATT (Power) P, W or Pw

The unit of power applied to the rate at which energy 
is used.
• Power is the amount of work that can be

light energy.

5. WIRE SIZE (AWG)

the conductors that carry the electricity are a critical 
part of any electrical system. The size of wires is 

• Wires that are too small in diameter will oppose

electrons which do not have enough room to pass).
• These collisions convert electrical energy into heat

overheat to the point of causing insulation melt-down

• Wire sizes are measured according to the American
Wire Gauge (AWG).



INCANDESCENT LED

P = V x I
P = 12.8v x 14.28a
P = 182.784 watts

HP = P       746

HP = 0.2450
HP = 182.784       746

P = V x I
P = 12.8v x 2.04a
P = 26.112 watts

HP = P       746

HP = 0.0350
HP = 26.112       746

6. VOLTAGE DROP Vd

Voltage drop occurs when power is dissipated across a
component of the electrical system.

dropped in the production of light and heat.

indication that power is being wasted and heat is
being generated.

7. HORSEPOWER

To determine horsepower required to operate lighting

lamps (in watts). Then divide that total by a value of 746
(HP = P / 746).



2. Wire Size Calculations
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* Values depict wire gauge

WIRE GAUGE REQUIREMENTS

factor to voltage drop.  The table below may be
used to determine adequate wire gauge sizes

(current) requirements are known. 

• The conductor that carries the electricity is a critical
part of the system.

heat inside the wire.



Example:  A lamp is 38’ from the power source

upwards to the nearest column heading given in
the table is 40’. The wire gauge in the 40’ column
corresponding to 10 amperes is No. 12.*

*Recommended minimum wire gauge size for stop
light and ground circuits.

Stop       Ground
(red)       (white)

Single trailer up to 
50’ length
Double trailer
2-28’ lengths
Doubles trailer 
2-40’ lengths
Triples trailer 3-28’ 
lengths

12 ga.

12 ga.

10 ga.

10ga.

10 ga.

10 ga.

8 ga.

8 ga.
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3. Useful Formulas

V V - Potential in Volts (E)*

* E is the symbol for Electromotive Force
in Volts, as defined in Ohms Law.

I - Current in Amps
R - Resistance in OhmsI R

V

V = I x R
Voltage (volts) = Current (amps) x Resistance (ohms)

Current (amps) = Voltage (volts)     Resistance (ohms)

Resistance (ohms) = Voltage (volts)     Current (amps)

Frequently stated as E = I x R

I = R

VR = I

V
2

2

a) Pw = V x I

b) Pw = I  x R

Power (watts) = Voltage (volts) x Current (amps)

Power (watts) = Current (amps) x Current (amps) x Resistance (ohms)

Power (watts) = Voltage (volts) x Voltage (volts)     Resistance (ohms)
c) Pw = R



2b) Pw = I  x R

V2
c) Pw = R

a) Pw = V x I
Pw = 12 x 4
Pw = 48w

Pw = 4 x 4 x 3
Pw = 48w

Pw = 12 x 12     3
Pw = 48w

12v

4a

3



SECTION OBJECTIVES
1.
2. Tips For Longer Lasting Lighting Systems

4. Product Pitfalls

1. Major Causes Of Failure

Corrosion
Causes of Corrosion: 

contaminants can enter a lamp or 

path which can vastly accelerate 
corrosion.

bulb is sealed within the lamp 

sealed lighting products.

Further Protection:

non-conductive grease like electrical 

To totally encapsulate the area to 
protect it from the elements.

WHY LIGHTS FAIL



Shock, Vibration, & Burnout
Major Causes of Shock & Vibration:
Trailers experience constant road pounding when 
they travel down a highway. This pounding can cause 

by things other than road vibration. Some examples are:
-Loading a container chassis on to a truck chassis
-Dump truck loading or tailgate banging
-Loose mounting of cargo hardware
-Unloading operations
-Impact with stationary objects, e.g., poles or loading docks

Solution To Shock & Vibration:

mechanisms that cradle the bulb and absorb the 

lamps.

Baseless Bulbs:
Suspended to endure heavy-duty applications better 
than traditional S-8 non-shock mounted bulb units or 
standard J-slot bulb sockets.

to shock and vibration. The electronics of LEDs are 
completely sealed in epoxy. 

Wire size or gauge is very important; the use of a wire 
gauge too small can cause dim or intermittent operation 

hazard.



 
Suitable wiring can increase product life and safety. A 

electrical load of the vehicle should be selected.

a higher current carrying capability than an aluminum 

likely to break.

-Exceed industry standards
-Eliminate troublesome splices
-Seal out the elements
-Provide a common ground
-Last the life of the trailer

failures caused by voltage spikes are a result of load 
dumps (such as starting the engine with the lights on). 

electrical devices such as lift gates or welders. When 

the form of a voltage spike.

Voltage regulators that are set too high can shorten the 

truck is in operation.

A good way to protect the lights from voltage damage 
is to not use heavy draw accessories or start the vehicle 
when the lights are on.

Voltage should be checked regularly to ensure the 

beyond the designed voltage will reduce the expected 

systems eliminate this problem.



uses an internal ground will help maintain an absolute 
ground because it does not depend on the chassis 

and corrosion associated with chassis grounding.

Loss of Bulb Contact

loss of spring tension could cause a loss of contact. 

solve this problem.

heat generated by the bulb. 
The lens and the lamp housing should both be 

polycarbonate.



bulbs and lighting devices are used along with sealed 

as much as 20 times beyond traditional unsealed bulb 
units in heavy-duty and tractor/trailer applications.

requires little attention and minor cost after the initial 
purchase. Today’s technology is capable of designing 

applications.

Product life performance can be extended and overall 
costs of vehicle operations can be reduced by doing a 

eliminate those problems.



1
puncture insulation while troubleshooting lighting failure. 

cause moisture to travel considerable distances inside 

destroy the circuit.

turn up the voltage output. Find the sources that caused 
the failure to prevent more (and probably more serious) 

and batteries. To prevent the loss of current carrying 

2. Under-voltage is often caused by poor electrical

3. Do not immediately throw away lamps if they aren’t

lamp problems; determine that another source isn’t 
the cause of your lamp failure. Testing the lamp with 

the lamp’s cause of failure. The following are common 
causes of lamp failure:

     to vibration
-a yellowish, whitish, or bluish glaze on the bulb indicates a 
     rupture in the bulb’s glass envelope

-a black, sooty bulb indicates a poor seal in the bulb



4. Treat the electrical system like you treat the chassis.

connections with NYK-77 nonconductive anti-corrosion 
compound. The purpose of the sealant is to completely 
encapsulate and protect the electronics from corrosion 
and other types of water damage. Any type of corrosion 

long as it is not carbon based.

5.

especially when the trailer is used for a ground. When 

added protection on the chassis ground system.

6.
be addressed immediately. Harness and wiring should 

than on the bottom where dirt and road splash connect.

7.
must “breathe” or the heat buildup will shorten a lamp’s 
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cooler LED lamp can overheat if the lens is covered in 
dirt. Keep your lamps clean and they will perform better 
in the resulting cooler environment.

8. There are many household cleaning products that
are not compatible with polycarbonate lenses and 
housing. 

9.
harnesses with an equal or heavier gauge of wire than 
was originally used. Using a lighter gauge wire can lead 
to problems. See pages 8 and 9 for wire gauge details. 

10. You should never crank the truck with lights on;
voltage surge is hard on lamps. You should also avoid 
needlessly using the hazard markers and clearance 

or tail lamps operating.



What Is It? 
Almost all cracked parts are caused by incompatible 

they can crack due to the combination of stress induced 
by the molding process and chemical acceleration of 
the stress.

-Lights on buses or vehicles that are frequently washed with 
      incompatible cleaners
-Lights near engines or exhausts

     and  hundreds of other chemicals

What Makes The Plastic Crack?
The chemical penetrates the plastic and unhooks the 
long chains of molecules that make the plastic strong. 
Anywhere that the plastic is under stress (like a lens 
weld on a mounting hole) may crack.

The use of solvents that are not compatible with 

or cracking of the plastic part. Polycarbonate lamps 
and mounting bases may be used under stress in their 
normal applications



4. Product Pitfalls

Truck-Lite has cataloged numerous problems that occur 

rule of thumb is to use the minimum torque possible. 
Never use more than 20 inch-pounds.

Loose Brackets Or Undersized Grommet Holes:
Both of these issues can prematurely knock out 

Truck-Lite adds only enough NYK-77 for the lamp. 
Additional NYK-77 should be used on the connection 
end. 

Note: This is not recommended for use with LED lamps 
that use Fit ‘N Forget® connectors.

Distribution Module:
This may eventually cause a disconnection or an 
electrical short.

Versa:

Corrosion:

pin corrosion on the new replacement light pin (plug) 
connection.



Lights will crack and fail.

based) are incompatible with polycarbonate lights. They 
may also cause wires or cable insulation to crack.

Another variation of this is the placement of insulation 
too close to contacts of the light housings. This can 
result in heat distortion/damage and shorter life.

  

the fact that the bulb life may be shortened by heat 
or increased shock. The other reason is that it is an 
obligation for legal compliance.

Percent*:  

acceptable voltage for proper operation.



5. Counterfeit Products

The primary function of vehicle safety lighting systems 

vehicles. The reliance on lighting products make it 
extremely important that buyers trust in the products 
they are using.

engineered look-a-likes of reputable brand name 

or function of brand name equipment are becoming 

patents or trademarks of the original lighting products. 

violations in the domestic market is rapidly rising.

These products are designed to mislead customers 

infringing upon copyright and trademark rights of the 
original manufacturer. When counterfeit vehicle safety 
lighting products are sold to customers who believe 

brand names the products mimic. 

distributor or original equipment manufacturer contracts 



with a manufacturer outside of the United States to have 

compliance and product liability. The United States 

Safety Administration (NHTSA) employ dedicated 
positions in support of enforcing actions against 
noncompliant vehicle lighting products.

Supplying falsely marked counterfeit products not only 

to legal prosecution. 

areas of concern when it comes to counterfeit lamps. 

limits; counterfeit products typically do not meet these 
requirements.

The growing presence of Light Emitting Diode (LED) 
safety lighting products in the heavy-duty industry 
has caused an increase in the number of companies 
that manufacture and export lighting solutions. 

standards with supplies and materials. Though they 
often have some experience in the production of 

the necessary experience in and understanding of the 



As a longtime member of the traditional heavy-duty 

education that Truck-Lite designs and manufactures 
many of the new products and product advancements 
that are being copied and reproduced elsewhere. 

When incandescent bulb technologies were the only 
light source capable of delivering the necessary 
light output that is required for legal vehicles safety 

rely on the standards of the internal light bulb and 
its proven expectations. With the use of electrically 

the manufacturer has standards in place to ensure each 

lamp to lamp.

indicators that your lighting products can be trusted. 

lighting product was designed to meet the regulations 
that your application requires.



Prevention
The NHTSA regulates safety standards to ensure 

and Border Protection to stop the potentially unsafe 

store shelves.

Buyers can do their part to combat the downfalls of 
counterfeit products by inspecting lamps for product 

the manufacturer at the point of sale.

beginning of the complete vehicle life cycle cost. 

a reputable brand such as Truck-Lite brings with it the 
reliability that ensures you won’t be replacing lamps 
prematurely. 



    

SECTION OBJECTIVES
1. Federal Requirements

1. Federal Requirements

Who’s who when it comes to lighting regulations?

DOT is the Department of Transportation. This
functions as a large governmental umbrella for anything 

show that they conform to all government regulations.

NHTSA
Administration. They regulate lighting requirements for 

and converter dollies. Their regulations take precedence 
over state regulations and they have the power to 

Enforcement agencies often use the NHTSA regulations 
for their light requirements.

FMCSA

NORTH AMERICAN 
STANDARDS & 
SPECIFICATIONS



inspect vehicles using these standards. 

FMVSS 108
Standard No. 108. This is the federal code (law) that 

well as the numbers and locations of lights on vehicles. 
NHTSA publishes the 108 regulations.

CMVSS 108

 is the department of the

When it comes time to order your next heavy-duty 

many costs coming into play with applications other 

quality equipment. Despite being marginally cheaper 

equipment is often more expensive in the long run. 

the products being ordered for your vehicle.

There are two important points of interest that should be 
considered prior to “spec’ing” a vehicle order.



Review

data before specifying a new vehicle build. This data 

An appropriate investigation can yield weak areas on 

Representatives can be called upon to provide 
additional information in terms of product resources 

With the growing number of new LED technologies 

light generated per LED package increases by a factor 
of 20. This has proven true since Truck-Lite’s LED 

Energy has provided additional funding to accelerate 
the implementation of LED lighting. This has led to the 

that had previously not been possible. As development 



Browse the NHTSA charts (shown later in this section). 
Truck-Lite Tech Support (888.562.5012.) can be reached 
for additional questions. Note that states cannot require 

add regulations.

letter to clarify the issue.

the NHTSA or enforcement groups.

advantage of all of the technological advancements that 



in 1991 or earlier.

for that function?

the lens code.

No lettering is required by the NHTSA (108) except for 

be marked SAE but this is not enforced. Truck-Lite 

how do I mount it?

There are no special Federal requirements as 108 
covers all over-the-road vehicles. Some states or 

the NFPA (National Fire Protection Association) publish 

Truck-Lite’s sealed lights and wiring systems have been 

are available from Technical Support.



The NHTSA has stated that the vehicle manufacturer 
has the responsibility to choose the best mounting 

the vehicle involved” and they will not contest it unless 

to enforce the word practical as meaning “capable of 

than six inches from the edge of the vehicle is practical. 

or misunderstanding of lighting signals. Always contact 
the Technical Support if you have any questions.

ruling requires that the total luminous lens area for a 
stop and turn lamp must not be less than 75 square 
centimeters (11.625 square inches) when used on 
vehicles over 80” wide. 

cannot be counted as square inch lens area. When the 

leaves less than the 12-square inches that are required.



applications.  This additional information may be helpful.

This marking is currently used for both “over” 80-

increased requirements for the larger width.  P2 is the 

mounted on a 45° bevel at the corner of a vehicle.  
This allows clearance and side marker functions to 

reverse is not true.

use on vehicles over 80-inches wide
A P3 designated lamp has higher light outputs than a 

made lights to meet the standard.  Some of Truck-

accordingly.



PC2: Combination Side Marker and Clearance or 

wide

are designed as combination lamps.  When used 

45° beveled corner.  Because the federal regulations 

have not made lights to meet the standard.  Some of 

marked accordingly.

Additional Points of Concern:

other markings are for SAE recommended practices.

visibility.

lettering as certifying legal compliance.
• A good rule of thumb is to only buy lighting that has
the manufacturer’s name engraved on the lens and has 



A

A2

C

D

E

E2

F Front fog lamps

F2 Fog tail lamps

G Truck cargo lamp

H Sealed beam headlamp

HG Discharge forward lighting (headlamp)

HH Sealed beam headlamp housing

HR Replaceable bulb headlamp

I Turn signal lamps

13 Turn signal lamps spaced from 75 mm to less than 100 mm 
from headlamp

14 Turn signal lamps spaced from 60 mm to less than 75 mm 
from headlamp

15 Turn signal lamps spaced less than 60 mm from headlamp

16 Rear mounted turn signal lamps and front mounted turn 

for use on vehicles 2032 mm or more in overall width

17 Front mounted turn signal lamps mounted less than 100 

more in overall width

J590

J945

J1054

Front cornering lamps

Rear cornering lamps



L License plate lamps

M
motorcycle type

N
driven cycle type

O Spot lamps

P Parking lamps

P2

P3
vehicles 2032 mm or more in overall width

PC

PC2
vehicles 2032 mm or more in overall width

Q

QB

QC Vehicular hazard warning signal operating unit

R Backup lamps

S Stop lamps

S2 Stop lamp for use on vehicles 2032 mm or more in overall 
width

T Tail lamps (rear position lamps)

T2 Tail lamps (rear position lamps) for use on vehicles 2032 
mm or more in overall width

U Supplemental high-mounted stop and turn signal lamps

U2 High-mounted stop lamps for trucks 2032 mm or more in 
overall width

U3

W
vehicles

W2 Warning lamps for school buses

W3 360 degree emergency warning lamps

W4 Emergency warning device



W5-1

W5-2

W5-3

Y Driving lamps

Y2 Daytime running lamps

Z Auxiliary low beam lamps







Requirements









Location Requirements





    

SECTION OBJECTIVES
1. Lighting Evolution

3. The Future of LEDs
4. LED Lifetime Systems
5. Systems Approach

around 1200 hours. This 
invention paved the way 
for universal domestic use 

for nearly 75 years after 

very little technological 
change in incandescent 
lighting. There were minor 
improvements to the 

susceptible to corrosion and vibration damage.

provided a solution to the trucking industry with the very 
-

less bulb in a resilient compound and sealing it in the 

EVOLUTION OF LIGHTING



15 times that of a conventional unsealed (bulb replace-

took lighting in a dynamic new direction. While working 
-

would take several years and numerous improvements 
before LEDs made their way into the commercial vehicle 

alternative light source to the 
traditional incandescent bulb 
replaceable and sealed lamps. 

An incandescent bulb is generally inexpensive. Howev-

Some lighting manufacturers put bulbs in shock mounts 

-

found that in the original 2-inch round and 4-inch round 

have occurred due to bulb damage.



    

While Truck-Lite manufactures lamps with shock-mount-
ed systems (a method of attaching the bulb to the lamp 

development of the sealed lamp that began to tackle the 
problem of bulb failure.

corrosion of the bulb socket and electrical contacts. 

coating on the inside of the bulb. This dramatically 
reduced the bulb’s light output and reduced the life to a 

happen immediately. 

Truck-Lite’s work to prevent damage to the bulb result-

that allowed no way for chemicals or liquids to enter 
the lamp housing greatly decreased the possibility of 
damage.

LED produces exactly one color. The core technology 

computer chips. When you expose this medium to a 



lights up. 

They also have a lower current draw.

possibility of white LEDs. Because an LED diode is 

-
nation of RGB diodes that were packaged together. This 

white lighting technology.

of white LED technology for headlights in the military 
market. Due to the extreme environments that military 

to provide a more reliable LED alternative as soon as 

LED headlamp. 

The next phase was to introduce military-grade LED 

done with the 7-inch round and 5x7-inch headlights. 
Fleets who were already beginning the transition into 
custom halogen headlamps realized that there was 
an opportunity for life of the vehicle head lighting that 



THE BENEFITS OF 
LED LIGHTING

SAFETY
•

of light output
•

18 feet of additional stopping distance for trailing
vehicles at highway speeds

• Low power consumption increases the length of
time disabled vehicles can operate their 4-way

ENERGY EFFICIENCY
• 85% reduction of load on electrical systems allows

more power for other vehicle applications
•

RELIABILITY
•

with Fit ‘N Forget® connectors and Series 88 
harnesses

• Extended period of operation translates to less
vehicle downtime and zero maintainence

DURABILITY
•

to assure longevity of circuitry and components
• Virtually impervious to shock and vibration



solid state method of producing current eliminates 

longer life. LED lamps continue to gain popularity as 
more and more industry professionals recognize the 

Truck-Lite’s LED lamps 
are extremely reliable and 

are internally sealed with 
epoxy to encapsulate the 
electronic elements.  The 
solid state design makes 
for an extremely impact 
resistant light source that 
is impervious to shock 

the most damaging 
applications.

and it’s clear that they are ideal for the heavy duty 
industry.

• “T1-3/4’s”
• “HPA’s”
• “SnapLED®”

applications are the result of colored lens placement 

and amber color produced by LED lamps in vehicle 
applications are the result of colored light emitted from 
the diodes.

Electrical Connections

Light
Emitting
Semi
Conductor

Metal
Light
Reflector

Light BeamOptical
Epoxy
Lens



3. The Future of LEDs

the amount of light generated per LED package will 
increase by a factor of 20 every decade. This contin-

which will continue to open doors to new LED lighting 
applications. 

-
nology will look to implement it right away. There will 
also be the emergence of new forward lighting method-

one of the most frequent complaints that they receive. 

tested is that of adaptive drive beam headlights. 

The core principal of adaptive drive beam headlights 
is that vehicles will only have a high beam headlight 
in their vehicle. The headlight is paired with a forward 
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The best warranty is one that you never have to use! Lighting 
has the highest frequency of failure of any device on a truck 
and trailer and is third in total cost. All vehicles equipped with 

-
ries “Plug Together” Harness Systems will be under warranty 
for the life of the vehicle!

and troublesome splices

-
-
-

nance costs and provides the peace of mind that your lighting 
system will keep you on the road.

The common downtime and repair of incandescent lighting 
extends past the price alone of replacement lamps. 

Part Cost + Labor + Downtime

savings from a halogen bulb quickly disappear. While the 

advantages of not having to replace or repair the lamps will 



Look-a-likes
Loose or Tight Brackets

Lubricant

NFPA
NHTSA

NYK-77®

P2
P3
Paint Damage

Physical Damage

Polycarbonate
Poor Grounding
Potential
Power

Product Pitfalls

Resistance
S-8 bulbs

23
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20
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20
32

12
25
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22
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23
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SAE
Sealant
Sealed Lighting
Shock

Side Turn Lamp usage
SnapLED
Solid State

Stranded copper wire
Suitable Wiring
Systems Approach
Test Probes
Trailer Equipment Location Req.’s
Troubleshooting Lighting
Truck Equipment Location Req.’s
Under-voltage
Useful Formulas
Vibration
Vibration Resistance
Volt
Voltage
Voltage Drop
Voltage Drop Per Foot
Voltage Regulators
Voltage Spike
Voltage Surge
Warranty
Watt
Why Lights Fail
Wicking
Wire Gauge
Wire Gauge Size
Wire Size

Wiring harness
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13
13
13
32
50
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14
14
53
17
38-45
17
38-45
17
10
13
13
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10
14
10

5
12
17
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7-9
14



 - A glassy thermoplastic polymerized from

resistant to damage from many cleaning solvents.

Aftermarket - A term that refers to the market

customer in this market is replacing an existing lamp or 
accessory on his vehicle.

Bracket - A rigid mounting device that allows a lamp
to be mounted on the surface of the vehicle body.  
Some brackets are designed to be used alone or with a 
grommet.

is removable on a lamp of this type.  When the bulb 

Cab Marker - A lamp similar in function to the

Custom Cut - A term that refers to the harnesses
that must be cut and terminated to the customer’s 

DOT - 
was created to serve the United States by ensuring 



transportation system that meets our vital national 
interests and enhances the quality of life of the 

Grommet - A rubber like device used to mount
a lamp into a hole in a vehicle body or a mounting 
bracket.  The grommet may allow a lamp to be mount-

from physical damage.  A grommet also gives the lamp 
additional protection against shock and vibration.

Harness - Also a wiring device.  A harness can

unprotected wire as in “plugs.”

HID - 
electric arc between two closely spaced electrodes in a 
quartz glass bulb.

HIR - -
liptical bulb envelope.  The exterior of the bulb is coat-

ID Codes - 
various lighting applications in order to establish min-
imum requirements set forth by the SAE J759 regula-
tions.

An accessory used with harness
systems.  All harnesses in a system are connected to 
this box.  Signals from the control devices (switches on 

in the accessory and are re-routed to the appropriate 
lamps via the harnesses.



A Truck-Lite term used to describe the combining

and a plug can be put together and sold as a unit or 
-

to equip a vehicle.

LED - Light Emitting Diode.  A “solid state” electron-
ic device that converts electrical energy directly to 
light energy.  When an electrical current is applied to 

depends on the chemical composition of the chip.  Very 
little heat is produced with this process.  Because the 

immune to vibrations and shock and can last up to 

Marker Clearance - Also called marker lamp.  A
small lamp used to mark the edges or corners of the 
trailer or truck body.  These are normally amber in the 

red or amber (yellow) are legal for the use as marker 
clearance lamps in the U.S.

Module - A term used to describe a complete rear
lighting assembly.  The module usually consists of a 

and includes a harness or wiring assembly.  The 

back-up lamps.

A specialized Stop/Turn/
Tail lamp.  This type of lamp usually has a larger hous-

-

function.



NHTSA - -
istration creates values and regulations which underpin 

travel.

Ohm’s Law - -

The “brand name” for
Truck-Lite’s 88 series harness system and accessories.  

type of distribution module.  All components simply 
plug together ensuring a solid electrical contact 
throughout.

The basic wiring accessory.  Usually

mate with a socket or pin connection area on the lamp.

Any of a family of thermoplastics

for glass.

A non-powered (non-electrical) device

-
-

ment lighting systems.

Any lighting device that has its bulb
permanently sealed inside the lens and housing as-



Shock Mounted - A system used to suspend and
insulate the bulb from vibration and shock (impact).

A rear lamp that is brighter than
a tail lamp used to indicate that the vehicle is turning or 

or single contact lamp.

A rear lamp that contains

the Stop/Turn lamp and Tail lamp.  Sometimes referred 

The “brand name” for Truck-Lite’s
50 Series Harnesses and accessories.  This system 
features both the “custom cut” and customer buildable 

This term is used in general to describe

the bulb.  This red light remains “on” as long as the 
headlamps/parking lamps are in use.  This light is not 
as bright as a turn or stop lamp.



Truck-Lite has a proud history of quality in-house 
harness production and has stood as a leader in the in-
novation of new technologies in the heavy-duty industry 
for decades. 

seals to complement an entire line of heavy duty lighting 

every facet of today’s harness systems with the ability to 

-

and production methods. We have the added strength 
of a fully dedicated testing facility to ensure all of our 
products stand up to the most rigorous of conditions. 

-

salt water immersion and drop testing.

• plug to lamp interfaces with many Truck-Lite lighting
products

• harnesses available for both LED or Incandescent
connectors, some with internal grounds

• sonic welded splices and automated terminations
contained in “sealed” molded connections

• 100% electrical testing
• PVC  jacketed cable meets SAE recommendations
• many harnesses available in 12” increments to adapt to

any application

requirements


